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If you need any of the above software, install it before installing 2Archive, and it'll run. (Or... you could save yourself some
headaches by sticking with Windows and Office and installing 2Archive instead of your custom M$ software.) Derek Bry Jun 6,
2009 at 12:47 am I use 2Archive to convert pretty much everything. I use Winrar for almost everything on the PC. I don't see
what's the point of even posting this. Stac May 31, 2009 at 9:25 pm I get a BSOD. Also, I would like to post that I have a.NET
Framework 2.0 installed which is taking up a large amount of space. Anyway, to all those who are trying to convert the.exe files.
If you already have the file, just go to properties and change the compatibility to Windows XP and the change compatibility for
the compatibility mode to Windows XP(x86). After that, just run the.exe and it will ask for the activation key and you can
extract the files with no problems. It worked for me. mcdrat Mar 11, 2009 at 2:54 am i can extract 2 arch files with no problems
Simon Mar 5, 2009 at 9:25 pm Hi,I am using a.exe 2archiver file with a.zip archive I downloaded.When I try to extract it I get
the message "Can't extract the file!" I looked in the folder and I found that there was a hidden folder with a space in the
name.What could I do? Barbara Feb 27, 2009 at 3:11 pm I want to install 2Archive on my Windows Vista Laptop, but I can't
find it on the 2Archive website. I've tried searching for it in other sites like google, but I can't find it anywhere. Could someone
please help me? Zac Feb 11, 2009 at 7:22 am When you extract the zip file, you may be having problems with the zip file you
have downloaded. I suggest you try extracting it from another website like zipfile.net and then replace your file. teachalabs Jan
29, 2009 at 5:27 pm Hi, I am unable to extract the "2Archive.Exe". It says 82157476af
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